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ABSTRACT 
Let X be a character on the symmetric group S~, and let A = (aij) be an n-by-n 
matrix. The function dx(A ) = E, ~ s,X(O)I-l~'= lato(t~ is called a generalized matrix 
function. If X is an irreducible character, then d x is called an immanent. For example, 
if X is the alternating character, then d x is the determinant, and if X ~- 1, then d x is 
called the permanent (denoted per). Suppose that A is positive semidefinite Hermi- 
tian. We prove that the inequality (1/x(id))dx(A)<~ perA holds for a variety of 
characters X including the irreducible ones corresponding to the partitions (n - 1,1) 
and (n -  2,1,1) of n. The main technique used to prove these inequalities i to 
express the immanents as sums of products of principal subpermanents. These 
expressions for the immanents come from analogous expressions for Schur polynomials 
by means of a correspondence of D. E. Littlewood. 
1. SCHUR POLYNOMIALS AND GENERALIZED 
MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
Suppose Yl, Yl . . . . .  Yn are independent indeterminates. Let 2~ be an 
irreducible character of S n. The Schur polynomial corresponding to 2, is 
1 
sx(Yl . . . . .  Y,) = ~.~ E ~(a)  f l  yt ;'~°~, (1) 
oESn t= l  
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where ct(o ) is the number of cycles of length t in the disjoint cycle 
factorization of o. 
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible 
characters of S~ and the nonincreasing partitions of n. We will use the same 
symbol, say ~, to denote both the character and the partition ~ = 
(7~1, ~2 .. . . .  }kr), where ~t >~ ~2 >~ ' " " >~ ~, >/1 and }~l + " " " + ~r = n. The 
positive integer is called the length of the partition. When it seems desirable 
to emphasize the partition rote, we will write }k F- n. 
Suppose, for example, that ~, = (1, 1 ... . .  1) = (1"). Then A = e, the alter- 
nating (signum) character, and 
a G S,~ ! = I 
__  m t Making the substitution Y t -  E~=lx~, where x 1, x 2 ... . .  x m is another collec- 
tion of independent indeterminates, we obtain the nth elementary symmetric 
function 
cdo)  
o~S, ,  t = l \ i = l  , 
In the sequel, we will denote s,(g 1 ... . .  g. ) by e.(g 1 ... . .  g.) and s¢.)(y 1 . . . . .  g. ) 
by h.(gl , . . , ,  g.). Of course, (n) is the principal character, so that h. is the 
ordinary "cycle index polynomial" of S,,. For example, 
h l (Y l )= y~, 
1 2 
Making the substitution gt = ETLIX~ in h, yields the complete symmetric 
function H, (x  l . . . . .  Xm). 
We have chosen to define s x as a generating function for the irreducible 
character ~. However, Schur polynomials (with the t th-power sum substitu- 
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tion) were studied (as "bialternants") 50 years before character theory was 
invented. Many identities for these polynomials have been given. Two of 
these hold particular interest for us. (See, e.g., [6, §6.3] or [7, p. 25].) The 
first is 
sx=det(hx _i+j), (2) 
where h 0 = 1 and h k = 0 for k < 0. If, for example, ~ = (3,1), then 
= hah 1 - h4, 
s<3 ,)(u,, u2, ~3, y,) = ~(yt + 3y, u2 + 2u3)u, 
a(ut  + 6u~u~ +SUxy~ +6~, +3y~) 
= ~(a~ t +6~-6~4-  a~) .  
(3) 
It follows from (1) and (3) that (3,1)(o) = Fix(o) - 1, o ~ S,, where Fix(o) is 
the number of fixed points of a. Of course, it is well known that (n - 1,1)(o) 
= Fix(o) - 1, o ~ S n. 
In order to develop a formula similar to (2) involving the e's, we are 
obliged to introduce the notion of the partition ~' conjugate to ~, = 
(~1 . . . . .  hr). The length of ~' is s = ~1, and ~'~ = Card( j :  ~j >/ i ) ,  1 ~< i ~< s. 
The conjugate of h' is ~. In terms of characters, ~'(o) = ~(o)h(o),  o ~ S,. In 
particular, (n)  and (1") are conjugates of each other, and (2,1) is self- 
conjugate. 
It is common to pichtre the partition ~ =(~l  . . . . .  ~r) by means of r 
left-justified rows of boxes. The number of boxes in the ith row is ~ .  Then ~'j 
is the number of boxes in the j th  column of the picture. 
The second identity for Schur polynomials which interests us is 
sx = det(ex,._,+j), (4) 
where e 0 = 1 and e k = 0 for k < 0. We may confirm Equation (3) as follows: 
Since the conjugate of (3,1) is (2,12), 
e2 e3 e4 
s(3.1 )= det 1 e x e 2 
0 1 e 1 
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Expanding down the first column, 
8(3 ,1 ) (~ l , . , . ,  {/4) = 1(~2 _ y2)~2 _ [½.(yl  2 -- y2) ]  2 _ 1 (~3_  3~/ly z + 2ya}y  I 
q_ I 4 
I " 4 2 2 = ~(3y  I +6~hY2- 6y 4-- 3y z). 
Suppose X is a (not necessarily irreducible) character of S,,. If A = (a~j) as 
an n-by-n matrix, define 
d ia)= E X(o) IeI 
When X is irreducible, the "generalized matrix function" d x is called an 
immanent. If, for example, X = ~, then d X is the determinant; if X ~- 1, then 
d x is the permanent. D. E. Littlewood [6, ~6.5] has given a remarkable 
correspondence b tween identities for Schur polynomials and identities for 
immanents: "Corresponding to any relation between [Schur polynomials] of 
total weight n, we may replace the [Schur polynomials] by the corresponding 
immanents of complementary [principal] minors of (ast) provided that every 
product is summed for all sets of complementary [principal] minors." 
We illustrate Littlewood's theorem by converting the identity (2) into an 
identity for immanents. If A is an n-by-n matrix, the left-hand side of (2) 
becomes dx(A). Each diagonal product h~, . . .  h~, becomes a sum of prod- 
ucts of complementary principal subpermanents. Namely, h , . . .  h,, is re- 
placed by 
£"perA[  N~] . . . perA[N~], 
where the sum is taken over all ordered partitions (N 1 .. . . .  N~) of {1,2 .. . . .  n }~ 
with Card(Ni) = a,, 1 ~< i ~< r, and where A[Ni] is the principal submatrix of 
A lying in rows and columns ~.  
For example, let ~, = (n - k, k), for some k <~ n/2.  Then (2) becomes 
str, k. k)= h,_kh],. - -  h,,_ ~ ~ lhk_ 1' Applying Littlewood's correspondence, we 
get 
at,,_ ~,k,(A)= Y',~" k 'k 'perA[Nl]perA[N2] 
- ~_,(~' k ' l "k -1)pera[Nx]perA[Nz] .  (5a) 
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In particular, if k = 1, then 
d~,~ 1,1)(A) = ~ perA[1 ..... i -1 ,  i+1  ..... n]a , i -perA  
i=1  
= ~ perA(i) a,  - perA, (5b) 
i=1  
where A(i) denotes the submatrix of A obtained by deleting row and column 
i. A similar result, involving determinants, can be obtained from the identity 
(4). The main purpose of this article is to make use of these identities for 
immanents. We will prove some new inequalities, explore computational 
algorithms, and explain the connection between two recent formulas for the 
enumeration of Hamiltonian circuits in graphs. 
2. PERMANENTAL DOMINANCE OF IMMANENTS 
In 1919, I. Schur achieved a spectacular generalization of the Hadamard- 
Fischer inequality. If A is n-by-n, positive semidefinite Hermitian (A >/0), 
Schur proved that 
d×(A) >1 det A (6) 
for any character X of S,, where dx(A)=dx(A) /x( id  ), and x(id)= 
x(identity) is the degree of X. An outstanding open problem concerns the 
validity of the inequality 
perA >~ dx(A ) (7) 
for all A >~ 0. (See, e.g., [5] or [9].) 
TrIEORWM 1. LetA>~O ben-by-n. I f  ~=(n- l ,1 )  or (n-2 ,12) ,  then 
perA >/dx(A ) with equality i f  and only irA has a zero row or A is diagonal. 
Proof. We will require the following result of M. Marcus [8]: If A = (aij) 
>/0, then 
perA >~ aii perA(i) ,  (8) 
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1 ~ i ~< n, with equality if and only if A has a zero row or a ,  is the only 
nonzero entry in row i of A. 
Consider first the ease ~ = (n -  1,1). It follows from (8) that 
1 ~ (lii perA >/ -  perA(i ). (9) 
7/ 
Thus, from (5b) and two applications of (8), 
1 ~ perA(i) 1 d~,,_l,i)(A) ~< - aii 
n 1 n .  
t ~= [ 
perA. (10) 
It remains to observe that n -  1 is the degree of )~. The case of equality 
follows from the case of equality in (8). 
If ~ = (n -  2, 12), Littlewood's theorem applied to (2) results in the 
following: 
d(+, m.1%(A)= E t'. 2'l++perA - ~_](" +z'Z'pera - E ' "  l'J)P era  
+ ~l"~perA, I l l )  
where, e.g., Y3" e,~ perA is a symbolic way of writing 
E ' "  ~-'>"perA[N1]perA[N2] perA[Na]. 
Of course, E I') perA = E ~'') perA[N1] = perA. We may rewrite (11) in more 
conventional notation as 
d o, e.t%(A)= ~ Y'.a.a,iperA(i,j) 
i=1  , / * i  
1 ~, E perA[ i , l ]perA( i , ] )  2. 
~=1 i~+i 
- Y'~ a. perA(i)+perA, (12) 
i=1  
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where A(i, j) is the principal submatrix obtained from A by deleting rows i 
and j, and columns i and j. Now, perA[i,j]=aiiajj+la~jl 2. Thus, 
perA[i, j] >~ a.a# with equality ff and only if aij = 0. Hence, 
d(n 2Az)(A)<~½ ~ ~'~a.a#perA(i,j) 
i= l  j~:i 
- ~ a. perA(i)+perA. 
i=1  
By (8), ajj perA(i, j)~< perA(i), j 4: i, So, for each i, Zj.iaiiajj perA(i, j)  
<<. (n - 1)a ii perA(i). Therefore, 
n-1  ~ a. perA(i)-  ~ ai, perA(i)+perA - -T -  ' 
t= l  i=1  
n-  3 ~ aiiperA(i)+per A 
i=1  
n(n - 3) 
~< 2 per A + per A 
Now, the degree of ( n - 2,12) is ( n 21). Finally, each of the inequalities we 
used involves the same conditions for equality: a zero on the main diagonal 
(hence a zero row and column), or off-diagonal zeros. The proof is complete, 
3. A DOMINANCE THEOREM FOR SUMS OF SUBPERMANENTS 
It follows from Schur's inequality that 
A>~0 =, d×(A)>~0. 
Combining this with (5b), we see that 
)-~ ai, perA(i)  >~ perA. 
i=1  
(13) 
(14) 
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It is our belief that (9) and (14) constitute part of a larger class of inequalities, 
which we proceed to discuss. 
If a = (a 1 . . . . .  a r ) and fl = (ill . . . . .  fl,O are two nonincreasing partitions of 
n, then a is said to majorize fl (written a ~ fi) if r ~< s and E~= l(a~ -- fl~ ) ~ 0, 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  r. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A >1 0 is n-by-n. I f  a and fl are nonincrea~'ing 
partitions of  n of  lengths r and s, respectively, such that a >- fi, then 
E" IL I  perA[h; ]  ~< E ~ l~I perA[Ni] .  
i=1 i=1 
(15) 
CONJECTURE, Suppose A >/0 is n-by-n. If a >- fl, then 
(an) lY'~"fiperA[N']>~i-, ( f l )  ly'~/~I2IperA[Ni]'i=L (16) 
( n) is the multinomial coefficient n! / (a l l . . ,  at!). where, e,g, k a 
Observe that (14) and (9) are the special cases of (15) and (16), respec- 
tively, corresponding to a=(n)  and f l=(n -1 ,1 ) .  Moreover, note that 
equality holds in (15) when A = J,,, the n-by-n matrix each of whose entries is 
1 (both sides equal n!), and equality holds in (16) when A = I, (both sides 
equal 1). 
Proof of  Theorem 2. Denote by S,~ a Young subgroup of S n isomorphic to 
S~, × . - - × S~. Let [a] denote the character of S, induced by the principal 
character of S~. Write d[~] for the corresponding generalized matrix fimction. 
i.e., if A = (a~j) is an n-by-n matrix, then 
d~ol(a)= E ["](o)l~Ia,o(,,. 
o~S,, t= l  
LEMMA 1. Let a = (cq, a z . . . . .  at) be a partition of  n. Then 
dl,,i(A) ILl perA [Ni]. 
i=1 
(17) 
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Proof. We will show that each diagonal product I-It=lato(t) appears the 
same number  of times on each side of (17). Associate with each ordered 
partition (N  1 . . . . .  AT,) of {1,2 . . . . .  n ) ,  card(Ni )= a i, its stabilizer subgroup 
S(N~ . . . . .  Nr), i.e., S(N 1 . . . . .  N~)= (o~S, :o (N~)=N~,  l<~i<~r). Then of 
course, S(N 1 . . . . .  N~) is conjugate in S, to S~. To be more precise, let 
(U~ . . . . .  U,) be the ordered partition U l= {1,2 . . . . .  a l},  U2= (a l+ l ,  a l+  
2 . . . . .  a l+a2} . . . . .  Ur=(Ot l+Ot2+'"+Otr_ lq -1  . . . . .  n ) .  Then we may 
write S(U 1 . . . . .  Ur)= S~. If g is a permutation in S, such that /~(Ui)= N i, 
1 ~< i ~< r, then g -  1S(N1 . . . . .  N,)g = S(U 1 . . . . .  U,). 
Suppose a ~ S,. The coefficient of the diagonal product YI~'= la to~t) on the 
left-hand side of (17) is [a](o). To compute the value of this induced 
character on o we take a coset decomposition S, = rlS, u . • • u ~sS~ of S,,, 
s = [S~: S j .  Then [a ] (o )= E~=ll~(~klOrk), where l~(¢r) = 1 if ~r ~ S~, and 0 
otherwise. But TkXO¢k ~ S~ ff and only if o ~ "rkS,;rk I = S(N 1 . . . . .  Nr), where 
N i = zk(U/), for i=  1 . . . . .  r. Thus [a](o) is the number of k for which 
Since S(N 1 . . . . .  N~) is the stabilizer subgroup of the ordered partition 
(N  t . . . . .  Nr), it follows that 
Y '~"pera[N1] ..-perA[Nr] = ~ perA['rk(U1)] ""perA['rk(Ur)]. 
k=l  
So the diagonal product Fit"= 1 a to(t) occurs on the right-hand side of (17) with 
multiplicity equal to the number of k for which a ~ S(~-k(U1) . . . . .  rk(Ur)). • 
By [4, Theorem 2.2.20], [a] is a component of [13] if and only if a >-/3. So, 
if a >-/3, then d[~] -  d[~] is a nonnegative, integral linear combination of 
immanents. Appealing to (13), we have proved the following: 
LEMMA 2. Let A >1 0 be n-by-n. Suppose a and fl are nonincreasing 
partitions o f  n. I f  a >-/3, then 
d[a j (A)  >/d[ . ] (A) .  (18) 
A combination of Lemmas 1 and 2 completes the proof of Theorem 2. • 
4. WEAK PERMANENTAL DOMINANCE OF IMMANENTS 
In Section 2, we proved perA >~ dx(A), for all A >~ 0, when X = (n - 1,1) 
or (n - 2,12). Schur established the inequality when 2~ = (ln), and, of course, 
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equality obtains when h = (n). The validity of the inequality remains an open 
question for all other irreducible characters of S n. In this section, we are 
concerned with inequalities of the type perA >/xedx(A ), for all A >/O, where 
x e < 1 is a constant which may depend on k (and n), but not on A. So far, the 
results we have obtained along these lines rely on ad hoc arguments involving 
the partition X. We present here some instances of the approach. 
THEOREM 3. Let A >1 0 be n-by-n. Denote by h k the "'single-hook" 
irreducible character (k, l ' -  k), k = 1,2 . . . . .  n (Xn is the principal character). 
Then 
1 
perA >t -max{k ,n -  k + 1} dk(A ). 
n 
Proof. 
(2), 
Denote by s k the Schur polynomial afforded by S, and X k. From 
s k = det 
hk hk ~ t " " " h, 
1 h I . . .  h ,_  
0 1 hn-k 1 
0 0 . . .  h~ 
by expansion down the first column. In this case, Littlewood's theorem results 
in the following identity for n-by-n matrices A: 
dk(A) = )-~ (k'' k 'perA[Nt ]detA[N2] -dk~l (A) ,  (19a) 
where d k is the immanent corresponding to S, and X k. From (13), we deduce 
that 
dk( A ) <~ ~(k ,~ ~. k)perA [N1] det A[ N2], 
for all A ~ 0. By Schur's inequality, det A[N2] ~< perA[N2]. By Lieb's in- 
equality [5], per A [ N1] per A [ Nz] <~ per A. Thus, 
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From character theory (e.g., the Frame-Robinson-Thrall "hook length" for- 
mula [4, Theorem 2.3.21]), 
n 
Therefore, (k/n)dk(A)<~ perA, A >~ 0. By replacing k with k -  1 in (19a) 
we get 
dk(A ) = ~(k - l , , -  k +l)perA [Nx] det A[N2] - dk_l(A ) 
<~ ~(k- l ,n  k+l)perA[N1]perA[N2] 
n 
~< (k_  1)perA (19b) 
for all n-by-n A >~ 0. Thus 
n-k+l~t~.j2k/a, ~<v ~-~erA" 
n 
THEOra~M 4. Let A >~ 0 be n-by-n. Suppose k <,% n/2. I f  ~ = (n - k, k), 
then 
perA>~( n -2k  +l 
This theorem specializes to the k = (n - 1,1) case of Theorem 1. 
Proof. 
Let N 1 be 
Marcus result [8] 
Reproducing (5a), we have 
d~n_k.k)(A) = ~-~ " - k' k~perA [NI] perA [N2] 
- ~_~t"~k+l'k-l~perA[N1] perA[N2]. (20) 
any subset of {1,2 ... . .  n } with cardinality n -  k + 1. By the 
perA[N1] >~aiiperA[N1- {i}] 
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for all i~  N u Now, multiplying both sides by perA[N2], where N 2 is the 
complement of N u and summing over all subsets N~ with cardinality n - k + 1 
and over all i ~ N l, we obtain 
(n_k+l )E , , ,  k+,,~ ~,perA[N,]perA[N2] 
>~  Z perA[N~- {i}]perA[N~]a u 
N 1 i G :V~ 
= y~U~-k.k 1,t,perA[N1]perA[Ne]perA[N,,~] 
E ' "  * k'perA [Nl] perA [ 2~] • 
The last inequality follows from Theorem 2 with a = (n -  k, k)>-fl  = 
(n - k, k - 1, 1). By combining the above inequality with the identity (20) we 
obtain 
d~,,_k.kl(A)~<[1 1 ]~u, -k ,k )  , r ,  ] , n-k+l  2., perA [lVll perA [ )~]  
n-k  (n) 
~< n- -k~- I  k perA,  
by Lieb's inequality. Taking A = I,, in (20), or by [4, Theorem 2.3.21], 
If the Conjecture in Section 3 is true, then Theorem 4 can be improved. 
Since (n - k + 1, k - 1) >- (n - k, k), we would have from (20) and the argu- 
ments which followed it that 
d,,,-, k,l,-,(A)~< (~) J~'" -*'k'perA[ Nil perA [ Nz] 
~perA (21) 
by [5]. Note that for k = 1, (21) reduces to the inequality (9) which was 
established in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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5. PERMANENTAL DOMINANCE OF GENERALIZED 
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We continue to be motivated by the fundamental open problem of 
whether A > 0 implies perA >/dx(A ) for all irreducible characters ~. In the 
previous section, we were able to establish weaker inequalities of the type 
A >/0 implies perA > xedx(A ) for x e < 1. In this section we will prove weaker 
inequalities of the type A > 0 implies perA > fix(A) for some reducible 
characters X of S n. Another way to say this is that the desired inequality is 
true, in a sense, on the average. 
THEOREM 5. Let a ~- n. Denote by [a] the character of S, induced by 
the principal character of the Young subgroup S~. I f  A > 0 is n-by-n, then 
perA >~ d[~](A). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
dM(A ) = ~ 1ZI perA [N1] 
i= l  
.<(2)pera, (22) 
by Lieb's inequality, where r is the length of a. Taking A = I n in (22), we see 
that 
[a](id) = (an). II 
EXAMPLE. Denote by h k the irreducible character (k, 1 n k). Suppose k 
is fixed, k<n,  and write X=~k +~k+l. Then X turns out to be the 
character of S, induced by the principal character on S k x Sn_ k. Thus, 
perA>~dx(A). Since the degree of ~k is (n -~)  k , we may restate this 
inequality as 
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where d k is the immanent afforded by ~k. Thus, perA dominates a convex 
combination of dk(A) and dk + I(A ), a weighted average of the two. 
We may extend the idea of Theorem 5 by making more extensive use of 
Lieb's inequality. For example: 
THEOREM 6. Let A >~O be n-by-n. Suppose x=(n-  l,1)+(n- 2,2)+ 
(n - 2, 12)+(n - 3,2,1). Then perA >/dx(A ). 
Proof. Suppose a F-n. The reducible character [a] is a nonnegative, 
integral inear combination of the irreducible characters X of S n. The coeffi- 
cients in this expression are commonly known as Kostka coefficients. Indeed, 
the Kostka coefficient for X is nonzero if and only if (the partition) X 
majorizes (the partition) a. (See, e.g., [4, Corollary 2.2.22] or [7, Theorem 
(6.5)].) Thus, 
[a] = Y'~ K.,x;~. 
From (2), 
s(. :3,2.11 =h,, 3h2hl + h._ jh  I - h,,_ 3h 3 - h,, 2h]. 
Littlewood's correspondence yields (symbolically) 
~k-, ( n 3,2,1) E (n  d~ -3.2.1)( A ) = L perA + l'l)perA 
~-~(n :3,3) __ (n 
- d., perzi - ~'~ 2'?~perA. 
Apply Lemma 1 to the second and fourth term on the right-hand side to 
obtain 
~] (n - 1,1)perA y~.  2, 12 ) A - per~ = dr._ l,l](A) - d[n_2,1,~l(A ).
From the table of Kostka coefficients in [14, §5.3], 
[n -1 ,1 ]  = (n )+(n-  1,1), 
[n -  2, 12 ] = (n )+2(n-  1 ,1 )+(n-  2 ,2 )+(n-  2, 12). 
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Therefore, 
d[n_ 1,11 - d[n-2,1 z] = - d ( , -  l,x) - d(n-  2,2) - dr,-z,12). 
Summarizing, 
dx(A)= E ("- 3'z'l)per A - E ¢"- 3'3)per A
= ½ ~-~akk perA [i, 1] pera( i ,  1, k) 
-~  ~perA  [i, 1, k] perA(i ,  1, k), 
237 
(24) 
where each sum is over distinct i, j, and k running from 1 to n. By (8), 
per[i,/, k] >/akk perA[i, j]. Hence 
dx(A ) ~< ~ Y'~akk perA [i, j] perA(i ,  j, k), 
n(n-  1) (n -  2) 
3 
perA. 
(25) 
Finally, by Lieb's inequality 
dx(A)< 
Since x(id) = n(n  - 1)(n - 2)/3 [take A = I ,  in (24)], the proof is complete. 
This may be the appropriate place to observe that, in conjunction with the 
Kostka coefficients, Lemma 1 provides exactly the same identities as those 
obtained by applying the Littlewood correspondence to the identity (2). 
6. ZERO SETS FOR IMMANENTS 
In Sections 2-5, we have applied the Littlewood correspondence to obtain 
inequalities for positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices. In this section and 
the next, we illustrate the versatility of the correspondence by means of rather 
different applications. Here, we supply easy proofs of two results of R. Merris 
[10]. 
THEOr~EM 7. Consider the nonincreasing partition ~ = (hi, ~2 ..... ~r). 
Suppose A is an n-by-n matrix with the property that some h 1 + 1 rows o f  A 
are pairwise linearly dependent ( i. e., some h I + 1 rows o f  A span a space o f  
dimension at most 1). Then dx(A ) = 0. 
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Proof. If A has a zero row, there is nothing to prove. Since da is a 
multilinear function of the rows of A, we may assume A has (at least) A t + l 
equal rows. Consider the identity (4), 
[ C)~, U) ,  I " " " CM l i ~ I i 
=det  (' ( . . . . .  e ~, 
~\~: 1 )Q  A, 2 ' -  ~, 
Sa 
!"e,v ,+1 ca' ,+2 " ' "  {3A' , 
(26) 
where s = A x is the length of A'. Applying the Littlewood correspondence to 
(26) gives a formula of the following type: 
d,(A)= E c.E"detA[N,]detA[N,2]'". 
(~!" N 
(27) 
where Card N 1 = a I . . . . .  Note that % =~ 0 only if length(a)< s. (Ill fact, 
e, ~ 0 only if a > A'. Since this stronger esult is not needed, there is no point 
in proving it here.) From the pigeonhole principle, we conclude that % ~ 0 
implies A[N/] has two equal rows for some i = 1,2 . . . . .  length(a). • 
If A = ~ then A t = 1 and dx = determinant. From Theorem 7 we recap- 
tttre the result that the determinant of a matrix with two equal rows is zero. 
In a similar way, the next theorem generalizes the result that the determinant 
of a singular matrix is zero. 
THEOREM 8. Let A = (A 1 . . . . .  A, ). Suppose A is an n-by-n matrix. I f  
rank(A) < r, then d~(A) = O. 
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 7 up to Equation (27). In 
each determinantal product, A[N1] is an al-by-a I matrix where, if c,, ~= 0, 
al>~)~'i=r. [Expand (26) along the first row.] But rank(A)<r  implies 
rank A [ N1] < r. • 
7. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS 
Let G be a labeled, undirected graph on n vertices with no loops or 
multiple edges. Denote by A(G)  the adjacency matrix of G. Then the (i, j )  
entry of A(G)  is 1 if the ith and ]th vertices are joined by an edge, and 0 
otherwise. It is proved in [12] that the number of Hamiltonian circuits in G is 
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given by 
1 n 
h(G)= 2-n E ( -  1)"-kdk(A(G)), (28) 
k=m+l  
where d k is the immanant afforded by the single-hook character (k,l"-k), 
and m is the nullity of A(G). (The Littlewood correspondence l ars up the 
relationship between (28) and a result of I. P. Goulden and D. M. Jackson 
[1, Theorem 4.1] which gives h(G), in a directed graph, as an alternating sum 
of products of determinants and permanents of complementary principal 
submatrices of the directed version of A(G).) Equation (28) is one motivation 
to seek efficient algorithms for the actual computation of immanents. Row 
reduction is a solution to this problem for the determinant. In spite of much 
effort, no "fast" algorithm has been given for the permanent. Apart from 
some unpublished work of Werner Hartmann and the recent manuscript [3], 
no efficient algorithms have previously been given for the other immanents. It
is the purpose of this section to point out that the Littlewood correspondence 
supplies a wealth of algorithms. We see from (19b), for example, that 
d2(A)= ~ a~,deta(i)- detA 
i=1 
da(A)= ~ ~'~perA[ i , j ]detA( i , j ) -d2(A  ) 
i= l j> i  
d4(A)= ~ E E perA[i,l,k]detA(i,j,k)-d3(A), 
i= l j> ik>j  
(29) 
etc. These formulas how in particular, that d k becomes easier to compute as 
k decreases from n (d, = permanent) o 1 (d 1 = determinant). To be more 
quantitative, suppose the time to compute the determinant of an n-by-n 
matrix is of the order of n 3. Then the time of compute d k is Of the order 
(k_ l ) ! (n-k  +1)  k -  1 (n -  k + 1) 3 = o(nk+e). (30) 
[Strictly speaking, we should appeal to (19a) when k >~ n/2.] 
Another class of immanents may be of special interest because of so-called 
"MPW" property. For k = (kl ..... hr), it is proved in [11] that 
da(a) det(A = da(a-') det(A), 
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for all n-by-n invertible matrices A, if and only if h I ~< 2. If ~ = (2 p, l q) then, 
from (4), 
' Cp , q ep + q ~- 1 ') 
,s~ = det e~, i e, 
= e~,~ qep - e~,+,~+ lep_ i" 
Applying the Littlewood correspondence, 
dx(A ) = E~P + q'"'det A[N,] det A[N2] - Y~(P + q +l,p t)de t A[N1 ] det A [N~] 
In view of the impending publication of Hartmann's results in this 
direction, it seems appropriate to abbreviate this section. His work on 
computational complexity goes beyond the scope of our efforts. We conclude 
with the observation that formulas for immanents involving determinants of 
submatrices are not unexpected. (See [2] in coniuction with [10, Corollary 5].) 
The material in this section involves explicit formulas. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In several of our proofs, intermediate inequalities have appeared [see, e.g., 
(10), (21), and (25)] which suggest a refinement of (7). We have 'already 
observed in (21) that if our Conjectrue is true, then 
n -1  
d,,,_k,k~(A)<~(k ) E 'T 'k '~ 'pera[N1]perA[Nz]  
for all n-by-n A >10. From Lemma 1, the right-hand side of this expression is
d[,,- k, k](A) • Presumably, the analog for general k would be 
da(A)~<(~) l~a)perA[N1] . . .perA[Nr ]  
=d,~l(A) 
= E cjo(A),  (31) 
O~-A 
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p(id)Kx,p 
In particular [as in (23)], the right&and side of (31) is a certain convex 
combination of the a~p(A),_p >- ~. Stephen Pierce has shown that p >- ~ is not 
enough to imply dx(A ) ~< dp(A), A >~ 0, casting some doubt on the validity of 
(31). [Pierce's example is A = ]2~J2, X = (2,2), and p = (3,1).] Since d[x](A ) 
perA, A >/0, if (31) is true, it is a tighter inequality than (7). 
Thus, we conclude with the following problem: For which irreducible 
characters X of S, is it true that 
A>IO = dlxl(A ) >/dx(A)? 
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